
MEDICAL

Spa look and comfort, built  
for medical environments. {

100 SERIES
Procedure Chair

made in the USA
with US & imported parts



LEG REST

TRENDELENBURG

HEIGHT RANGEFOWLER
electric adjustment, 19”-35” 

+15° Trendelenburg / -5° Reverse Trendelenburg

MULTI-FUNCTION 
FOOT CONTROL
hands free electronic adjustments 
comes standard with every chair model

PAPER ROLL HOLDER
comes standard with every chair model
(paper not included)

Procedure Chair { In today’s medical practice, equipment needs to support proper  
ergonomics as well as patient comfort. An Oakworks 100 Series  
Procedure Chair is designed to allow you to do your work with  
less effort while creating a spa-like experience for your patient.  {

Model 100

ADJUSTABLE HEAD REST
accommodate any patient comfortably 
comes standard with every chair model

shown with  
optional face  
rest crescent  
used for prone 
positioning  $79

manual adjustment, 4 positionselectric adjustment 
0° to 80°



ARM RESTS

stylish to match your decor
durable quality thermoformed acrylic 

Optional arm rests easily lock & 
unlock to move out of the way.

STIRRUPS
Optional stirrups are comfortable and adjustable in length & width

T-RAIL ADAPTER
Optional T-Rail attaches to the backrest     
 $100 (clamp not included)

Model # MSRP Pricing

Model #

Burl Wood Acrylic Black Acrylic
Black Acrylic is also used for the  
100 Series Base Model sub-top.

Model 121A

AESTHETIC MODEL FINISH OPTIONS

Arm rest 
shown in 
up position

Arm rest 
shown in down 
position

BASE MODEL
The base model has a black powder coated base and  
black acrylic thermoform cover for the sub-top.

AESTHETIC MODEL
The aesthetic model features a thermoformed base 
and extended sub-top. Choose either burl wood acrylic  
or black acrylic to accent your decor.

MSRP Pricing
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made in the USA
with US & imported parts

100 SERIES Product Specifications

™

Top Dimensions & Practitioner Accessibility

Head rest extends 6” 
for total length of 80”

(Dark Blue)
Unobstructed Access Area

Access to the patient from  
any angle of the chair while  
practitioner remains seated.

Ergonomic, non-obstructive design 
allows you to easily interact with 
patients at close range.

TERRATOUCH™ UPHOLSTERY
premium PVC free fabric

www.oakworks.com         717.235.6807


